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1 General Information

The A-system [4℄ is a new system for performing abdutive reasoning within the

framework of Abdutive Logi Programming (ALP). The priniples behind the

system are founded by work on two earlier systems ACLP [2, 3℄ and SLDNFA(C)

[1, 6℄. The basi inferene mehanism of the system ombines abdutive logi

programming and onstraint logi programming. In its omputation it redues

the high level spei�ation of the problem and goal at hand to a lower level

onstraint store. This onstraint store is managed by an eÆient onstraint solver

returning information to the abdutive redution proess in order to help this

in its searh for a solution.

In the development of the A-system partiular attention was put into general

purpose ontrol and searh strategies in order to enhane the omputational

behaviour of the system. The main idea is to suspend eah ommitment to

a hoie up to the moment where no other information an be derived in a

deterministi way. This improves it over its anestors.

The A-system is implemented as a meta interpreter on top of Sistus Prolog

where at least version 3.8.5 is needed. The system is therefore available on eah

platform on whih Sistus is available.

2 Desription of the System

The A-system is a delarative problem solving environment. It allows us to spe-

ify the problem domain in a well strutured way in terms of an abdutive logi

program (ALP). A problem spei�ation onsists of two parts of information:

de�nitional knowledge and assertional knowledge or integrity onstraints. In the

de�nitional part prediates are de�ned in a (onstraint) logi program by spe-

ifying the rules embodying all the information known of these prediates.

In a planning domain example the prediate holds at(P,T) is de�ned as:
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holds_at(P,T):- initially(P), not(init_lipped(P,T)).

holds_at(P,T):- initiates(P,A), at(A,E), E<T, not(lipped(E,P,T)).

The prediates whih are not de�ned like at(A,E) are alled open or abduible.

Integrity onstraints are universal quanti�ed statements whih express a

property of the theory (appliation domain) that must remain true whenever

this theory is extended with a (partial) de�nition of the open prediates. In

pratie, this means that the integrity onstraints enode at a delarative level

properties of the abdutive solutions to the goals of our problem domain. In the

A-system they have to be spei�ed as denials with as head i. For example the

two onstraints below ensure that the seond argument of at(A,T) is within

the valid time interval; and that the preonditions of eah ation is satis�ed.

i:- at(A,T),not(time(T)).

i:- at(A,T),not(pre_onditions_hold(A,T)).

Given a query Q the A-system omputes an extension of the open prediates

suh that this set entails Q and the integrity onstraints. Semantially this so-

lution is formalised as an abdutive explanation of Q. Computationally this is

found through a redution proess where the system goes through a yle of se-

leting a hoie point, making this hoie and propagating deterministialy this

hoie as muh as possible. In general, the A-system postpones hoies as long

as possible and tries to evaluate the hoie points in an informed way. This is

mainly done by interating with the onstraint solver.

3 Applying the System

A simple preproessor aepts the ALP problem representation and ompiles it

into a readable format for the system. The preproessor will load automatially

the ompiled spei�ation. The A-system an then be queried by the all asys-

tem solve(query(Args)). The system returns as answer a table of atoms of the

open prediates whose addition to the program will entail the query.

3.1 Methodology

The A-system has been applied on a number of appliations. Although most of

them are not of "industrial sale" some general guidelines have emerged from

these experiments, whih an be followed to build an appliation.

The main advantage of the A-system is the modular development of the

problem representation that it allows. This stems from the fat that this repre-

sentation an be a diret mapping of the delarative high-level spei�ation of

the problem. TheA-system thus allows us to build up the problem representation

inrementally. Typially, this starts with a hoie of the alphabet. The alphabet

will determine the way the spei�ation will look and will potentially inuene

the reasoning eÆieny of the system. For example, in the blok world planning,

in the simplest ase, it is suÆient to apture the movement of a blok from one



plae to another in one ation move(X,Y,T). This spei�ation annot represent

a state in whih the robot is holding a blok. If that beomes important the

move ation an be split into pik(X,T) and put(X,Y,T). This re�nenment is

done loally a�eting only part of the spei�ation. In general, suh re�nements

allow the user to solve �rst a more abstrat problem whose solutions an then

be further redued to give onrete atual solution of the problem e.g. as in the

proess of hierarhial planning.

Another way of re�ning the delarative problem representation in ALP is to

add extra integrity onstraints. Due to this extra knowledge the A-system will

(in most ases) be able to prune unwanted branhes earlier or eliminate unin-

teresting solutions from the more general spei�ation. The ompatness of the

ALP representations also means that the framework is well suited for problems

in whih the spei�ation is subjet to (regular) hanges. The adaptation to

hanges an be done easily without disturbing the whole spei�ation.

3.2 Users and Useability

A user familiar with logi programming or �rst order logi will be able to use the

A-system with little extra help. A good knowledge about the problem domain

will result in better and more informed spei�ations and thus in better perfor-

mane. The A-system also allows the user to inuene its behaviour using some

parameters on how this would interat with the underlying onstraint solver. For

this reason it is useful to be familiar with some details of CLP.

The modeling language poses very few restritions on the problem domains

on whih it an be applied. However, the urrent implemented prototype has

some. At this moment only problems whih an be modeled inside the �nite

domains framework an be solved eÆiently. This is beause only the �nite do-

main CLP solver is integrated in the system. In priniple there are no limitations

to integrating CLP solvers over other domains. Furthermore, we are extending

the system with aggregates (e.g. ardinality, sum, and average) so that a wider

range of problem domains an be solved. This extension will allow the A-system

to solve for example problems of planning with resoures.

4 Evaluating the System

The A-system has been tested on onstraint satisfation problems (CSP) (e.g.

N-Queens, Graph Coloring and Sheduling problems), examples of diagnosis and

standard planning problems taken from the AI Planning Systems Competition

2000. Most extensively it has been tested on planning as in this domain the

problems annot be redued in a deterministi way to a onstraint store but the

system must searh for a solution. In simple CSP problems like the n-queens or

graph oloring and sheduling problems the whole spei�ation an be redued

to a CLP-onstraint store. The real problem solving is then left to CLP solver.

However in the planning domain, the searh for a solution is an interleaved



proess of making a hoie by the high level proedure of the A-system and

utilizing the information about the impat of this hoie on the onstraint store.

As mentioned above, urrently only a �nite domain solver is inorporated in

the system, and thus the problem size is limited by the eÆieny of the on-

straint solver as this size inreases. As the problem size inreases the system,

due to non optimal data strutures that it uses, may slow down on large prob-

lem instantiations. It has been suessfully tested in the bloks world domain

(using the move operator) up to 100 bloks. On other planning domains like

logistis the saling was not as good. In general, the problem size whih an be

handled depends on the generated onstraint store. If this store beomes too

omplex for the onstraint solver, the derivation proess might get stuk in a

loal satis�ability hek of this.

4.1 Benhmarks and Comparison

Currently very few benhmarks are available for testing the full apabilities of the

A-system with the AIPS planning ompetition test set being the best example.

The A-system has been evaluated in [4℄ with some of the problems from this set.

A omparison of the A-system with other systems an be separated in two

lasses: to other general purpose systems like Smodels and DLV or more spe-

ialized systems like AI planners. At this moment no extensive study has been

made to ompare the A-system with the seond lass of systems. In the �rst

lass, the A-system is apable to solve the same type of appliations. However,

Smodels and DLV whih work on propositional theories are more robust on

some problems making extensive use of heuristis in their bottom up ompu-

tation. Currently, we are experimenting with di�erent general heuristis that

would allow the A-system to avoid in�nitely growing searh branhes and thus

make it more robust. A number of reent omparison experiments [5℄ indiate

that the top down reduing proess of the A-system performs, on some lasses

of problems, better than Smodels. A harateristi for suh a lass is that the

high-level spei�ation an be deterministially redued into a onstraint store.
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